**Invention, Transfer, and Reception: the Making of the European Reformation(s)**
A Methodological Survey of Reformation Historiography (workshop)

**TUESDAY, June 4, 2019**

**Venue of the workshop:**
Library and Information Centre of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
H-1051 Budapest, Arany János street. 1.
2nd floor, Conference room

**PROGRAMME**

**9:30–10:00 Welcome Address**
Zsombor Tóth, Gábor Kecskeméti (Institute for Literary Studies, Research Centre for the Humanities, Hungarian Academy of Sciences)

**10:00–12:40 Session I.**

10:00–10:25 **Alexander Schunka** (Friedrich-Meinecke-Institut, Freie Universität Berlin): *Luther’s Hammers: German Academic Historiography and Popular Memory of the Reformation in the Context of the 2017 Anniversary*

10:25–10:50 **Peter Opitz** (Faculty of Theology, University of Zürich): *Changes and Continuity in the Historiography of the Swiss Reformation*

10:50–11:15 **Herman Selderhuis** (Theological University, Apeldoorn): *The Netherlands and Orange – The Trinitarian Historiography of Dutch Church History*

11:15–11:40 **Tarald Rasmussen** (Faculty of Theology, University of Oslo): *The Scandinavian Reformations: A Comparative Approach*

11:40–12:30 Discussion

**12:30–14:30 Lunch break**

**14:30–16:15 Session II.**

14:30–14:55 **Günter Frank** (Europäische Melanchthon-Akademie, Bretten): *The End of the Age of Reformation; 2017 as Ecumenical Approach to the Reformation*

14:55–15:20 **Wim Françoise** (Research Unit of History of Church and Theology, KU Leuven): *The ‘Liberation of the Bible’ as a Grand Narrative of the Protestant Reformation: The Case of the Low Countries*

15:20–15:45 **James Kelly** (Department of Theology and Religion, Durham University): *England and the Catholic Reformation: the Peripheries Strike Back*

15:45–16:15 Discussion

16:15–16:30 Coffee break
16:30–18:15 Session III.

16:30–16:55 Zoltán Csepregi (Lutheran Theological University, Budapest): *Reformation in Hungary: Historiography, Research Problems, and Methodology*


17:15–17:40 Zsombor Tóth (Institute for Literary Studies, Research Centre for the Humanities, Hungarian Academy of Sciences): *Meet the Puritans, the Hungarian Edition: a Problematic Chapter of the Hungarian Reformation*

17:40–18:15 Discussion

18:15–18:25 Concluding remarks, closing of the workshop